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······_·a~y·nt~~ri~~ti~~··;t··ui;M·······························································
by Phil Gautreau
Sparked by a series of incidents involving homophobic harassment and the subsequent resignation of gay student, Kurt
Feero, from his resident assistant position
at Dickey-Wood Towers dormitories on
USM's Gorham campus, members of the
USM Gay People's Alliance, along with
representatives from supportive university
departments and offices met with directors
of Residence Life to flesh out complaints of
gay discrimination at USM .
The December 5 meeting, best
characterized by restrained politeness on the
part of both fired-up camps, revealed some
significant information about the naive
nature on which the Residence Life staff
operates when dealing with lesbian and gay
student issues. "In my eight years with
Residence Life the problem of harassment
of gays on campus has never been brought
to my attention," stated Chuck Lamb, director of Residence Life · at USM. But not
without a more optimistic side, the meeting
eventually yielded an agreement that
homophobic remarks directed toward gays
on campus is only reflective of the bigotry
and hatred of ga)'.s in our society.

A report by Kathy Karpeles of the
Counseling and Career Development office
concluded that, ''in the past eighteen
months, as lesbian and gay students visibility
has increased, so too has there been a corresponding increase in the number of lesbian and gay students who seek supportive
counseling, and who have reported a high
degree of homophobia in their residence
halls.'' Testimonies by Kathleen Bouchard,
director of the Equal Economic Opportunity office and initiator of a sexual harassment
workshop at USM, and gay student residents
also confirmed similar feelings about the
prevalence of homophobia among USM
students.
At the very least, it was decided that
USM, as an institution devoted to fair and
humane education, should offer workshops
designed to educate students about lesbian
and gay life. At the beginning of the spring
semester in January , GPA staff will meet
with Residence Life again for a question and
answer session on gay/lesbian issues, and
to set plans for implementing th~ fir$t lesbian/ gay awareness workshop for resident
assistants and residen1 director/counselors at
USM, dormitories .

Army Appeals Decision
by G. LaCrow
Diane Matthews' case is back in court
again with the army appealing her reinstatement to the University of Maine's R.O.T.C .
program last April.
The Justice Department has called in the
big boys and recently sent attorney William
Cole from Washington to the U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Boston to seek a reversal of the lower court's decision. Diane's attorney , Michael Asen , successfully argued
before a federal magistrate back in April that
she was exercising her First Amendment
right to free expression when she made the
· statement to her commanding officer that she
is a lesbian. In the April third ruling ,
Maghitrate D. Brock Homby said Ms. Matthews ' discharge "as a result of her declaration of homosexuality , without any evidence
of homosexual c_onduct, '' violated her constitutional rights.
Diane had served four years in the Army
and had made the grade of sergeant before
enrolling at the University of Maine at
Orono in 1981 and signing up for the officer
training program. After two months she was
thrown out of R.O.T.C. when she asked to
be excused from a leadership class to attend
a student senate meeting to seek funding for
the Wilde-Stein club, a gay student organization . When questioned about her relationship to the club she acknowledged that;,he
was a lesbian. Attorney Cole argued in court
that "being homosexual is similar to having an affliction such as defective sight,
which would make someone unfit for duty."
Asked about the expected outcome of the
case Michael Asen said, ''I long ago gave
up trying to predict judicial behavior."

Whether either s_ide would appeal the decision, expected next March, would depend
on the decision itself, he said. ' , 'The case
could be disposed of without making a decision on the constitutional issues .'' The next
level of appeal would be the United States
Supreme Court.
Asen said that there are over one thousand
dollars in expenses which .have not been
taken care of. Donations can be sent to the
Maine Civil Liberties Union, 97 A Exchange
St. , Portland 04103, and should be
designated for the Diane Matthews fund.

...........................................
ACCOLADES FOR OUR PAPER
by Elze

Our Paper recently received plaudits from
a writer for the Philadelphia Gay News
(November 29, 1984).
In a review of fifty gay newspapers,
"Reading Dispatches from Foreign Lands:
A Report on the ~ational Gay Press," T.R.
Witomski "saw oply one paper - Our
Paper, published fn Portland, Maine - that
was a genuinely local paper."
Witomski went on to praise Our Paper for
being "an extraordinarily fine small, local
paper which superbly serves its readers. The
coverage "of Charles Howard's murder was
beautifully passionate.''
Never ones to bask in glory , the humble
staffers of Our Paper, when asked for a
statement about the article, commented,
"Thank-you, T.R.; we're glad you noticed,'' and then humbly returned to the layout
table. •
·-

...... ...... ......... .................. .
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The Trocks Are Co1ning!
Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo .
will make their first Portland appearance on ·
Friday, February 11st at the Portland City '
Hall Auditorium . The all-male troup performs classical ballet in parody form. The
Trocks (according to The Houston Post)
"take famous pieces of ballet and modern
choreography and mangle them ever so
slightly, ever so wittily, ever so cannily,
ever so artfully .''
The troup of trained classical performers
is parody to the bone. Even the names Sonia Leftova, Anastasia Romanoff
Lavrenti ~'Biff'' Stroganoff, Igar Slowpoki~
- and program notes biographies, are pure
satire. Margaret Lowin-Octeyn is described
as "pillar of the Stonehenge Ballet." Yurika
Sakitumi , who "studied at the feet of the
famous Yojimbo at the Kamikaze Institute'' ,
is described as holding •'a black belt in tour
jete."
Is Portland ready for this? Becky Bearden,
Public Relations Assistant for the Portland
Concert Association, sponsors of the program, says, "The artist selection committee did ask that question. I think Portland
audiences are sophisticated enough to appreciate this excellent dance - as well as
humor. The Trockadero is a lot of fun, but
this is not slapstick, it's parody. It has a very

by Fred Berger
broad appeal, including people who are into classical dance."
Les Ballets Trockadero de Monti! Carlo
began with late evening Off Off-Broadway
performances in 1974. They quickly attracted th~ attention of major reviewers from
the New Yo,:ker, The New York Times, and
The Village Voice. With a Richard Avedon
photo essay in Vogue the name of the company became known internationally. Within
three years they were touring widely . Since
1977 they have toured the U.S., Canada,
Mexico and South America, Europe and
Japan.
The Trocks' Portland concert will include
"Swan Lake" , "Three Dancers of Ruth St.
Denis", "The Lamentations of Jane Eyre",
"The Dying Swan", and "To the Fairest".
Tickets, priced at $7, $}0, $13, and $16 are
available at the Portland Concert Association offices, 262 Cumberland Avenue (at the
rear of the City Hall Building). Phone reservations, held for 48 hours only, can be made
by calling 772-8630. Tickets will also be
available at the door.
The Trocks promise to be the perfect ·
event for the February doldrums - a midwinter community celebration. Mascara
anyone?

Editorial ·
Here's to Us

'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~

................................

At times like this , it' s hard to find words. How do we describe the pride we feel in
ourselves and each .other, this gay and lesbian community in Maine, as we say goodbye ·
to 1984? How do we describe the courage, spirit and dedication we have witnessed within
our community during this past year? We want to give thanks to all of you as we say
_hello to 1985 . And , we wish to take some time to remind ourselves - you and us of our community's stunning achievements during this past year and to wish us well
in continuing the work we have before us.
·
1984 will be remembered for the gains we made in party politics. We had openly gay and lesbian delegates at the Democratic State Convention who worked the floor to
have a strong gay rights platform emerge. And then we thought it'd be a nice idea to
send someone to the Democratic National Convention - and we proceeded to do just
that. Through the incredible efforts of Dale McCormick and the legions of gay men and
lesbians all over the state who rallied in support , Dale succeeded in becoming a national
delegate. MCCORMICK AND FERRARO ' 85 - has a bit of a ring to it, don' t you
think? And , from our new-found savvy and enthusiasm for party politics, we birthed
th~ Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance.
·
· · ·
· ··
'.
But we had the bitter with the sweet. We will never forget the homophobic murder .
of Charles Howard . Our reaction was swift - with marches , rallies , and memorial ser_vices in Bangor, Portland and Lewiston. And from this tragedy , Maine's lesbian and
gay community burgeoned. We gave birth to the Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition , the Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness Coalition, the Capital Area Coalition,
and the Maine Lesbian/Gay Anti-Violence Project. And the Maine ·Lesbian/Gay AntiViolence Project sponsored a "Walking Free" weekend of activities which culminated
in an anti-violence march through Lewiston. A year ago , who wo_uld have thought we 'd
be marching through Lewiston! ?! A year ago , who would have ever though that a school
committee in Maine would issue statements and policies on tolerance towards gay men
and lesbians , as the Bangor School Committee did? A year ago who would have thought
we'd be sitting down with the Portland Police Department and taken seriously? A year
ago , who would have thought there'd be a series on television called " Being G&y in
Maine.'' Thanks to Kim Block of WGME-TV and to all the brave souls who smiled
for the cameras.
We had an array of other events which should make us proud . Virginia Apuzzo inspired us with two visits to Maine, compliments of Gay People' s Alliance and Harbor
Master, Inc. Orono hosted the Eleventh Annual Gay and Lesbian Symposium. (We haven 't
missed a year, folks!) Pat Califia, Eric Rofes ancl Kevin Berrill graced our State. An
exquisite women's art show featuring the art of four Portland women opened at Westbrook
College and included a:n appearance by lesbian-poet Olga Broumas. " Bent" Op'ened and
was a smash. Sister Turgida Cox came back for a retun~ performance of The Nunnettes.
And , as an inspiration to the gay and lesbian communities_across the country , 'Maine
will be cited in the Guinness Book of Gay and Lesbian Records as the~first state in which
a men's leather club , a group of gay politicos , and a .gang of feminists rubbe\i elbows
and had a wonderful time - a la Autumnfest Celebration. (That one shout'd -be written
up in Gay American Ijistory.) _And, Sportsman's Athletic Club in Lewiston held its First
Annual Gay Pride Grande Masquerade Ball . (That means there's going to be a second
- right, boys?) Harbor Masters celebrated its Second Anniversary Run . And Diane Matthews won the first round in her case agail}St the U.S. Army. - Yeah, Diane! We'. re
putting Maine on Rand McNally's Gay and Lesbian Road Atlas, folks!
Warm thanks to the oldies but goodies. Northern Lambda Nord persists in courageously
rattling people's homophobic cages in the wilds of .The County. And the Lambs successfully applied for a grant from The Chicago Resource Center. Not quite' megaoucks,
but they done good. The Gay People's Alliance, growing eyer-stronger and more yocal
and truly reaching out to the community-at-large, continues to organize, a~tivate, and
conspire.. And l~t us not forget The Underground, the ~pring Street Gym , Papa Joe 's,
Sportsman's , and Backstreet for their continuing and increasingly valuable support financial and otherwise - of the gay and le.sbian community.
Some pats on our own backs . Fred and Elze, who have persisted with -this rag since
its inception and keep us all on the politically-correct line. Ginny - if it weren't for
her , the paper would be as aesthetic as a piece of toilet paper; Tom, who manages to
make sense out of a senseless operation as our ." keeper of the books" ; Phil, who stomps .
the pavement to keep us in business; Barbara, who screamed about our lousy disfrioution and then became our distributor; Norman , who keeps us on a "sugar high" so we
can finish that last page; and Skip, whose two-cents is always worth a thousand buc~s
and whose humor keeps us laughing at layout past midnight. The collective· " we" loves
each of us and ·let us not forget that as new issues unfold to argue about.
To all of you . We applaud you. We are proud of you. We move into 1985 cherishing
you - your courage, your spirit, your growing wisdom. We cherish your commitment
to creating a place for yourselves in your communities. As we prepare ourselves for
the work awaiting us in 1985 , let us sing in memory of Charles Howard :
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Dear Gaybee

~

DEAR GAYBEE:

loorl
I
I

I'm sure there must be another one like me
out there. I'm a victim of entrapment (one
who lives with a lover who would like to
lock me in a closet until she comes home
at night). You know , the type that asks you
everything you've done all day long to the
point where you tell her all you 've had to
eat within the past eight hours and which exercises you did to get rid of the calorie coritent of that food .
Don't get me wrong. I love to share things
with my lover. But she even wants to read
my mail , unless it's a request for a donation.
I don 't want to leave her - I love her too
much for that, but I'm getting lonely. She
doesn't even like me to have visitors unless
they're gay men or straight women. Is there
any hope? SIGNED : CONFINED IN
SOUTHERN MAINE
DEAR CONFINED:
I would encourage you to take a good look
at the choices you are making in this situation. Short of being held at gunpoint, nobody
can force a person to do the types of things
you describe. It involves mutual choice.
Why not examine your power in the situation and begin to use it? Talk to your lover
about your unmet needs and how you have
decided to go about beginning to meet them
better. Work on gaining more independence
and on making the dependencies you share
more healthy.
Change is seldom easy but always
necessary if we are to grow. Good luck!
DEAR GA YBEE:
How does one overnome shyness?
SIGNED: WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING :
Yours is a common dilemma! Patience
and pract.ice are key . Try seeking out one or two people with whom you feel comfortable - people you feel that you can trust.
Start with smafl risks and stay with small
risks for a while. Try including people in
little things you do, like going shopping, or
taking in a movie. As you begin sharing
more time and more of yourself with people, you 'II no doubt find yourself ready ,
willing and able to take larger and larger
steps.
Asking a question is a start! Thanks for
y9ur letter! .
GAYBEE
What' s your problem? You 'II feel better getting it off your chest. Write DEAR
GA YBEE, care of this paper.
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It could have been me but instead it was you ,
So ,I'll keep doing the work I am doing as if I were two ...
It could have been me but instead it was you ,
And it may be me dear sisters and brothers before we are through.
But if you can die for freedom - freedom , freedom , freedom ,
If you can die for freedom , I can too . (Holly Near)
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Classifieds
ROOMMATES
HELP WANTED
. SELLING
APARTMENTS
SE~KING
The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for .handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.
ask that you not use sexually explicit
language in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be opened by Our
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
monthly. .

w;

Hairy Men! National adlists for bears and
smooth or hairy trappers! If you lov~ fur ,
this is the list! Information? Send $2. to:
MAN-HAIR , 59 W. IO St., NYC , NY
10011.

PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
celebration, by and for members of
tqe lesbian and gay men..'s
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding of our lifestyles and of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in the
paper are those of the authors only.
All material submitted must be signed
and include an address and/ or phone.
number, so we can contact the author
should we need to consider editorial
revisions. However, within the pages of
the newspaper, articles can appear
anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue with the author.
We· welcome and encourage all our
readers to. submit material for
publication and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.
·
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
three years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.
-

DE/GLaC

OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE

438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We spedalize in books by and about women, alternative health care and spirituality.
See our new section of gay fiction
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10-5:30- ·
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130 St. John Street,
Portland, Maine 04102
(207) 761-1580
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. Jeleflom

Fred Berger
Diane Elze
Tom Sumner
Barbara Wood

Ginny LaCrow
Skip Brushaber
Phil Gautreau
Ntirman Brillant

Violence and
Discriillination Survey

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALLIANCE
P.O. BOX 108

YARMOUTH, ME 04096

Dear Friend:

This past July Charlie Howard was violently murdered by three Bangor teenagers who
thought it was okay to beat up on homosexuals.
Dr. Paul Cameron, who recentl y· spoke before the Maine Human Rights Commission,
states "it should be illegal to he a homosexual."'
These actions and statements point out r~ther graphically how important it is for lesbians
and gays in Maine to organize and fight for our fundamental rights as citizens of Maine
and the United States. Even our very right to _live!
It was exactly because of these attacks on Maine's Lesbians and Gays that on Saturday,
September 15, -1984, a new organization was founded: THE MAINE LESBIAN AND GAY
POLITICAL ALLIANCE - --a statewide, nonpartisan organization formed to educate the
general public, politicians and the media concerning lesbian and gay issues and .to-involve
the lesbian and gay community in Maine's political process.

SPONSORED BY: The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance and the Maine Lesbian/Gay Anti-Violence Project, in cooperation with the National Gay Task Force ..
We are interested in documenting cases of discrimination, harassment, intimidation,
and violence directed against you because of your sexual orientation. The data gathered
will be used in our efforts to pass the Gay Rights Bill, when we lobby the I 12th Legislature
beginning in February 1985.
DIRECTIONS : For each item, circle ONE number which best applies . Under the
heading "NA/DK," circle "2" either because the item is not applicable to you; or because
you need to answer "Don't Know." (For example, you may not know whether a personnel manager refused your job application because of your sexual orientation.) Then ,
if your answer was YES , put a check mark in the right-hand columns, IF the incident
happened in the state of Maine, and IF the incident happened since January 1, 1984.
MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALLIANCE
P.0 ..BOX 108
YARMOUTH, ME 04096

We are asking you to do three things - two now and one later:
I. Become a member of MLGPA !sliding scale $5-151 by returning the

· ·1
.

NOW

enclosed membership form.

DID THIS EVER

2. Fill out the enclosed Discrimination&. Violence
Questionnaire and return it. ·

HAPPEN. NlfWM?

1 p.m. · 2 p.m.
2 p.m. · 2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

I :

(5·1)

lS-IO)
lll-l3)
lt~·H•l

The Discrimination & Violence Survey is the first project of MLGPA undertaken in
conjunction with the Maine Lesbian & Gay Anti-Violence Project. It is a survey to
determine the extent to which you have been a tartget of harassment because of your
sexual orientation.
The MLGPA will use this data in our effort to pass the G.ty Rights Bill when we lobby the
1 12th Legislature in February.
·

If all of us pa~ticipate in the struggle for Equal Rights, we cannot lose. Don't Wait. Your
membership in MLGPA and your input into the Survey will be .critical in passing the Gay
Rights Bill. Thank you.

.!!ALl!.I..

Called "f&:F!P.Ot", "dyke", "sissy", "manhater",
"queer", or other anti-lesbian/gay na11es?

0

2
2

Threatened with physical violence?

0

.Sexually abused?

0

2

Objects thrown at you?

0

2 -

(11·1'1)

Chased or followed ( either on foot or by car)?

0

2

l.:X.-211

Spit at?

0

2

lJ.3-~)

Punched, hit, kicked, or beaten?

0

2

(Jl.·JB)

Assaulted or wounded vi th an object/weapon
(gun, bottle, baseball bat, knife, etc,)?

0

2

(.Jl·.ll)

Vandallaed or had your property set fire to?

0

2

Other?..,..' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

' 2

0

2

l·l.,· 3'1)

no you PERSONALLY know other gay or lesbian people .
who have been threatened, harassed, intimidated,
assaulted or murdered b<!cause of their •exual
orientation?

For the Alliance,

~

SINCE

lL1L!!!t.

Have you experienced any of the following types or
victiroization because of zyur sexual orientation?

Annual Business Meeting !election of officers and Steering Committee
Break, Socialize, Brown Bag Lunch
"Getting From Here to There: Learn to Love Lobbying." Betsy Swe_et,
former lobbyist, Maine Women's Lobby

»-~

m.

.!Q.

3.. Attend the First Annual Statewide Meeting of MLGPA, Sunday,
January 13, 1985 (snow date: January 201 at the University of MaineAugusta, Jewett Hall Auditorium, 1 p.m. · 5 p.m. The agenda:

IN
MAINE

~,lL(_

If YES, specify TYPE of Y i c t i • i z a t i o n • - - - - - - - - - -

Dale McCormick, Acting President
Diane Elze, Acting Treasurer
Marty Sabol, Acting Secretary
-

•

~ Have you been threatened, harassed, intimidated, or

,!

assaulted because of AIDS related issues? _ _ __ _o
;;..._ _:._.....;.....::.2-+-.__......._""T_.__,.___ __ _

j'

Do you anticipate harassment, i ntimidation, and/or
, violence in the future, boseune pf ygµr §!Jllfl ·

~ or1eototi90'

Ha'"' you ' experienced any ot the follovinR types or
CREDIT discrimination because of zyur sexual orientation?

NAME
STREET
CITY OR TOWN - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PHONE NUMBER

.

I:

O YE.S, I AM PLANNING TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL
MEETING JAN. 13 (JAN. 20-SNOW DATE ) AT UMA.
May we use your name
puhlicly?
____ Yes, you ma y use
m y name publicly.

lH"'f3)

Denied credit and / or loans?

0

2

L't"-~~)

Other? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

2

Have

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

*Your name will be kept
confidential unless MLGPA
ha s received permission
from the member to use
h er or his name publicly.

2

0

Do you wish to have your
name remain confidential?
____ Yes, please keep
my name confidential fornow.

you experienced any of the following types of
JOB discrimination because of your sexual orientation?
)

2

('11· "1)

Not being hired?

0

(5Cr~)

Denied promotion, raiee, or benefits?

0

(53·5'i)

Demoted?

0

2

(6i,-5ll)

Fired or pressured to resiitn?

0

2·

I

0

2

,.

2

t5!·"1)

Lost clients/customers?

(S.,-i,11)

Denied apprenticeship or eQual aeabership
ri2hts in labor organizations?

0

2

("5-1.,7)

Threatened because you reported discrimination?

0

2

l~-70)

CJ.uestioned about your sexual ~rientation?

0

2

t-rt-13)

Other?

Have you experienced any of the following types of
HOUSING discrimination because of your sexual orientation?

l1~-,~)

Denied purchase?

0

2

l 11· ?!I)

Denied leasinic: or rental?

0

2

(90· ti)

Evicted?

0

2

l ~:(3) O t h e r ? - - - . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0

2

Have you experienced any of the following types of
PUBLIC ACCOMODATIONS discrimination because of
your sexual orientation?
(5-~)

Deni;d entry into a hotel?

0

2

(~-1C)

Denied service in a restaurant?

0

2

(ll · 13)

Other? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

2

Have you experienced any of the followinic: types of
ECUCATlO NAL discrimination because of your sexual
orientation?

(!%,)

Denied admission?

0

2

()1-~)

Denied financial assistance?

0

2

Deni ed equal o pportunity in r e search, extracurricular programs, internship, or on the
j ob trai ninic:?

0

2

Other? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

2

continued on page 14
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·!!!!!!!!Violence and· Discri1nination Survey (cont.)
m.
m
I
DID THIS EVER

IN

HAPPEN, ANXWHERE?

..t1.Wii...

DID THIS EVER
HAPPEN.ANnlHERE?

SINCE

J.iJ.b,J..

Violence or other harassment and intimidation?

0

2

(.,:\·31)

Employment discrimination?

0

2

l32· .311)

l'tis-'lo)

Public accomodation discrimination?

0

2

Credit discrimination?

0

2

Educati onal discrimination?

0

(

)

2

Custody and/or visitation rights discrimination?

0

2

Housing discrimination?

0

2

2

you because of your sexual orients tion?

0

Have an7 of your relatives sexually abused ;you
~ because of vour semal, orieoktlon?
I

0

2

-----------

2

0

2

("-"211) Military Service?(Specify Branch: _ _ _ _ _ _ ) -

0

2

(

0

2

l

Called ;you anti-lesbian/gay names?

0

( ~1>~)

Threatened you with violence?

0

('6-!.1)

Ph;ysically assaulted ;you?

0

(~-7<>)

Sexuall7 abused you?

0

2

Detain.ed 7011 unnecesarily?

0

2

Other?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

2

·

If YES, did you report these to the police?

FEMALE ( )

RACE/ETHNICITY:-------

2
.1

(fl)

MILITARY SERVICE (specify branch): _ _ _ _ _ _ __

('IO)

CURHENT EHPLOIMENT STATUS (employed. unemployed~ self-employed, other)t _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WAGES•--------

How, lolll! have ;you been a resident of the state of Maine? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l~~-~8) What city/town do ;you live in? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2
2

CURRENT RELIGION•-------

EDUCATION (highest grade or de,i:ree completed)s _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(·

_(

("!)

Di~ 701.1 vote in the last e l e c t i o n ? - - - - - - - -

(~}

As current lav defines it, wliP.t ls ;your MARITAL STATUS?--------

\SI)

SEXUAL ORIENTATION ( bisexual, ho110sexual, heterosexual, other) 1

--------

(S'l ·53) At what age were you. first aware of ;your possible sexual or_ientation? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Sll-S•) At what ue did you first accept the fact that ;you were a lesbian or gay person?_._ _ _ __

o

2

( 6b)

Would ;you say you live in a lesbian/gay identified nei,i:hborhood? _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

2

(51)

How often do you go to lesbian or gay. bars, clubs .or similar establishment if _ _ _ _ __

0

2

If IES, did ;you follow -through with the

court system?

MALE ( )

(~)

("~)

~ H'!v~ you ever experienced anti-lesbian/gay violence,

It' threats, or harassiaent which could have been

GENDER:

times per week, month, or year ,

(Circle one)

How open are you about ;your sexual orientation with the
following?

If YES, did ;you make use _of the social

service programs related to ;your
victi"lhatlon?

-.iilll.

0

2

-l

l!9)

SOME~

(5'1)

the court aystea?: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the social servicea?i._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2

J

Cf?-vorkera?

0

2

J

0

2

Doctor/Healthcare/Therapist?

("2) Friends?

If you did report the incidents, how would you rate t'1!! overall performance (Excellent,
good, fair, poor) of: the police?,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

the court s y s t e 1 1 7 • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(43)

Acquaintances (other than friends)?

(!.q) Other?

J
~

0

2

0

2

J

0

2

J

0

2

J

---------------------------

Do you have specific co11111Sn~s concerning your dealings wi tht

the p o l i c e ? • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

the court s y s t e m ? • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

the social services? 1

~----------------------------------

now being served on frida~ and ·saturday
~ evenings after the bar
-----------closes.

papa joc's
augusta, 111ainc
-~

GREAT TIMES!
Times Roman, that is. It's
just one of the type styles
available at The Type Room
- complete phototypesetting and proofreading
services at reasonable
rates.

~-

80 water street

"--
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.!!Joa

0

(loo) . Fellow Students?

(1>1)

NOT
AT
~

Members of your famlly7

If NO, why didn't you report them to,

the social servlces?a

}-

The followin,i: information will help us to assess the
REPRESENTATIVENESS of our sample, and wUl also help us. to
examine whether certain factors are related to harassment
and discrimination.
·

(lfl·'l'f) CURRENT or LAST JOB:

(~·I.I)

( 11'13)

0

(•l· .:>S) Employment?

~-a"T) RELIGIOUS UPBRINGING:--------

Have the police victimized ;you in any of the
following ways bt!cause of your sexual orientation?

(f-lO)

(,b- 2•) College/Trade School? (pub., priv., pa.roe., other)

( ~)

2

If YES, specify what relationship to you,

lTii (.s-,)

2

(.33·3'1) AGE: - - - - - -

ii

£ reported to the police 7

2

SR. High School? (public. private, parochial, other) 0

(37.)

If IES, specify what relationship to you,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

("T~·71.)

JR. High School? (publicL private, parochial, other) 0

.)

~ HaTe any of f')ur relatives physically assaulted

( 71· -U)

(t,l.1~)

l11-fll)

DEMOGRAPHIC INFOHl{ATION:

HaTe any of your relati Tes verbally abused you
Ir: because of your sexual orientation?
0
2
~5~)
If YES, spec1f7 what relationship to youa - - - - - - - - - - -

g,

l!f;

{"I-al) Other? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

.l.L1L§I..

Have ;you experienced harassment, intimisation,
threats, and/or assault, because of your sexual
orientation. in any of the following settings?
(Circle TYPE of school)

Have you ever CONCliALW your sexual orientation to
avoid any of the following problems?
(tlb·lf'.J

SINCE

.l!&!lll

lil2..

.l!.t.lll

-.!!Q.

IN

(

(A melodrama in three acts
to be p erformed at Spring Sy mposium '85 )

J

,,
......

ORGANIZATIONS
Can We Talk? .
minority," said Capt. Steven Roberts. "We
will protect gays and lesbians as ·we would
Opening the communication lines between protect anyone else.''
the Portland Police Department and the !esVandalism against the property of gay
bian and gay community is a development men and lesbians was viewed as a cr.ime,
that has transpired since the murder of period. It was consensus among the three
police officers that these crimes were inCharlie 0. Howard.
It wasn't enough that a gay man was tolerable on the basis of them being crimes
murdered in Bangor in July, but the anti- a~ were not justified by bigotry.
lesbian/gay violence continued, unmercifulMore was said in _this second meeting
ly. One month after that atrocity another gay about an in-service training designed for
man was brutalized. This person was lured police officials to enlighten them to the
to the baseball field of Deering Oaks, cor- spe~ial needs a~d lifestyles of gay men and
nered by three teenage males, stripped, and ~esbians. _Also discussed was the prospect of
_
mformat1on packets to be distributed in the
beaten till he bled.
It was at that point that the lesbian and gay '- community to inform the people of police
community decided that the media's support, procedures for reporting crimes,
coverage of the irrational murder in Central and safety precautions to avoid attacks.
. J!>:. qu~stion relating to homosexual acMaine was not enough to force bigotry to
see its foolishness. A committee, the Maine · tiv1t1es ts asked of all police applicants on
Lesbian and Gay Anti-Violence Project a polygraph test designed to assess the ap(MLGA VP), formed to address the problem phca~t's honest. The theory is: if the appliof violence against gay men and lesbians in cant hes about any issues·on the polygraph
•
test, there is a possibility ofthemJying about
Maine.
Among the issues on this group's agenda other things a~d possibly on the job. Fine,
were: a survivor support system, self- but the question about homosexuality is
defense workshops for gay men and !es- lumped together with questions about crimes
bians, maintenance of media relations and they may or may not have committed.
: The ~alidity-and fairness of such a quescommunication between the lesbian and gay
community and the Portland · Police tlon ?emg categorized with crjmes and apDepartment.
pearmg on the test at all was discussed. The
· The first meeting between police and gay officers present were challenged to entertain
men and lesbians took place at the Gay Peo- the thought of the question being an infringeple' s Alliance office between the G.P.A staff ment of the applicant's rights to privacy. The
members and Capt. Steven Roberts .
police department was encouraged to state
Roperts expressed the department's desire explicitly that they "did not discriminate on
t~ publicize their awareness of the fears that the b~sis of sexual orientation'' if they keep
discourage lesbians and gay men from questions about sexuality in the polygraph
reporting crimes, to improve the system for test.
We discussed the possibility of the Gay
reporting crimes ag~inst gay men and !esbians, to sensitize police officials through People's Alliance acting as a liason between
in-service workshops, and to state to the t~e police department and lesbian and gay
general public that all forms of intolerable victims to ensure confidentiality, anonyrnity , and that the crime be reported and inbigotry will be dealt with.
The second meeting was held in the vestigated. The G .P .A. is willing to do this.
Portland Public Safety Building. It was one The staff needs to learn and adopt proof the first events of the November 9-11 cedures on taking information about the
A?ti-Violence Weekend. Those present at crimes and relaying it to the police
this_ meeting included the G.P.A. staff, department._
vanous n:iembers of the local lesbian and gay
Progress ts slow, but. nevertheless being
cornmumty, Capt. Steven Roberts, Det. ~ade_! The recent opening of c,ommunicaMark Dion, and Lt. Ed Guevin of the t1on ~mes between the lesbian and gay comPortland Police Department, Rev. Richard mumty and the police is one positive step
Hasty of the First Parish Unitarian Univer- toward overcoming the problem of antisalist Church of Portland, Richard Steinman le~bian and gay violence. Gay men and lesof MLGA VP , an_d Kevin Berrill , the Direc- b~ans acknowledge that the lack of reporting
to~ of the ~ati~nal Gay Task Force's -Vtol_ence perpetuates it; having the police
V1~lence ~roJect in New York.
· behind gay men and lesbians may discourage
We v1~~ _gays and lesbians with the these perpetrators from attacking in the
same sens1t1v1ty as we view any other future.
by Rick Bouchard

Charlie Howard Memorial
.Scholarship
b~ Charlie Dwyer
On April 24, 1985 the. first annual CharJes 0. Howards Memo~ial Scholarship will
be awar~ed . This scholarship was established by the Gay People's Alliance in memory
; .f Charhe l_foward,. a gay man whose murder in Bangor, Maine, exemplifies the active
1gotry against !esb1~ns and gay men in out society.
. The scholars~~ w~l be awarded to the writer who best articulates, in eS'say form the
tm~ortance of ~1v1l nghts for gay men and lesbians. Essays are to be written in a ma~er ·
wh1~h mee.ts w1~h ac~epted university standards. The selected scholarship essay will~
pubhshed- m umvers1ty periodicals.
Gay ~nd l~sbi~ civil ~g~ts essays ~ill be judged by a selection ci>mmittee using the
follo_wmg cn~~na. Descnptt?~ oft~e problem, analysis, support, suggestions for change,
qualt!Y of ~ntmg, and cre~t1v~ty. Sel~ti6n committee members include USM professors,
Sandt H~msko ~Commumcat1ons~, Richard Steinman (Social Welfare), Joanne Clarey
(W?men s Studies), a repr~sentatt\'.e of Student Activities , Judy Ryan, and Gay People's
Alhance s_ta~f members Kim Anderson and Charlie Dwyer.
The rec1p1ent ?f the Charles 0 . Howard Memorial Scholarship must be a University
of Southern ~fame degree_candidate carrying at least a 6 credit course load and have
an accumulat!~e grade pomt average of 2.5 (equivalent to a C+) or better.
On Rec?gmtton Day, m April, the writer of the winning essay will be awarded a $300
sch~larsh1p. This scholarship is funded through the GPA and its sum must be raised by
Apnl l st. If anyone would care to donate to the scholarship fund please make checks
pay~ble to the Gay People's ~liance_a?~ address them to GPA at 92 Bedford St., Portland, ·
Mame 04103. Other fund ra1smg a~t1v1t1es are being planned before the April 1st deadline.
Every~ne here at GP A feels this scholarship is a constructive way to keep Charlie
Howard •? the memory of tho~e who would otherwise like to·forget him and the horrible
~ay he died at t~e hands of bigots. Until we as lesbians and gay men achieve our civil
ng~ts .and are v1_ewed as ~qua! hum~n being~ under the law, the alarmingly high rate
of m~1dents of_v1olence ~1rected against us will continue. To those who suffer because
of_th1s oppress10n, choosing not to be forgotten is a way of speaking out. This scholarship speaks out for Charlie.
'

GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE
by Kim Anderson
The new year brings many changes and
we ~ope to see positive changes in attitudes
and m the state legislature. What sorts of attitudes are we facing as lesbian women and
gay ~en in Portland? The eve; -present
~IDS issue c~n prod1,1ce homophobic reactions and our staff is taking measures to effectively deal with the situation. Our peer
coun~elor, Ri~k, is writing to colleges and
?osp1tals making inquiries into their training programs 'to see if it includes material
on lesbian and gay issues. We want to make
sure a hospital staff is trained and sensitive
to. handle a person with AIDS. The
responses so far have been positive.
H~pefully this is an indication of changing
att1tu_des! Be sure to attend the Friday night
· m~etmg of January eighteenth when Dr.
Richard Steinman addresses the GPA on
AIDS.

· an.ti-gay/lesbian violence who don't report
cnmes are giving homophobes free access
to further violent acts! Call the GPA
(780-4085) to report incidences of antigay/lesbjan violence.
1 ~ntative plans are being made for the
1985 Lesbian-Gay Symposium in Portland .
Persons intere~ted in conducting workshops
or demonstratons please contact the office
with full details. Extra hands, are always
we!comed when a big event is scheduled,
so 1fyou have extra time for Symposium '85
do call us!
What does the term "sexual orientation"
?1ean to t?e state legislators? In the upcoming gay nghts bill it is defined as " having
a p~eference for heterosexuality , homosexuality or bisexuality , having a history of
such a preference or being identified with
~~ch a pref~renc~. '', !~clusion of the phrase
sexual onentat1on m the Maine Human
Rights Act will ensure that no lesbian or gay
~erson will have to lose employment, housm~ or credit due to her or his sexual orientat10n. Enactment of this amendment is vital
t~ the lives and well-being of the entire lesbian/gay com_munity, for it is only with a
firm ~egal basts that we can validate our oppression to the non-gay majority . Write to
your senators and representatives and urge
them to support this amendment.
Remember, you elected them to their offices
to ref resent your opinions; however, if they
aren t aware of your views, they can't act
on them.
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OUR PEOPLE:~ Pulling No Punchesby Elze

Our Paper was surprised to discover that
Maine' s lesbian and gay community boasts
a lesbian boxing champion. Twenty-one
year old Laurie Holt , born in Oakland ,
Maine and currently residing in Waterville,
holds the titles of Maine State Featherweight
Champion and North American SuperFeatherweight Champion in women 's professional boxing. The California-based
Women' s Boxing Board recently ranked
Holt Number 2 in the world in the women 's
super-featherweight class and Number 3 in
the featherweight class. (At the time of this
interview, Holt was ranked number 4 m the
world, but received her new ranking recently after winning the North American
Championship.)
·

* *

,...

4

DE: What inspired you to pursue boxing?
How did you get into it?
LU: My family, my · brothers. My
brothers-in-law are boxers. I started sparring with them and before I knew it they had
me in the ring . After graduating from high
school, I went to Massachusetts. I wasn' t
thinking about boxing at that time . It never
entered my mind that I'd ever be boxing. ·
After a year, I came back and worked in a .
restaurant.
My brother-in-law was ,the professional
Middleweight Champion of Maine for years
and he's now a trainer . My father went to
the fights and he saw a woman and he came
home and told mt;.about it and said, "I bet
you could beat her.'' She was a· real ham,
a real showboat, and they were offering
money for someone to box her. She couldn't
get a fight because there were no women
around who were really good - and she was
very good. So, I said to Dana, my brother. in-law, "How about training me?" He just
laughed at me. So I asked my other bn:>therin-law and he said, "Sure - I'll train you."
So, I trained with him. I had one exhibition
fight and I won in the second round. It
. couldn't be classified a~ a boxing match
: because she weighed 14 7 and I weighed 127.
We were out of our weight classes.

A Wontan i;n the Ring
fights and they could have won 75 of them,
but they ' re still amateur. There 's about six
women boxers in my weight class in Maine
¢at I know of. There 's probably more in
other weight classes.
DE: Are most of your fights in Maine or
do you have to go out-of-state because
there 's so few women boxers?
LU: Most have been in-state - in
Portland, Lewiston and Waterville. But next
week I'm going to Baltimore to fight the
Number 2 contender in the world in the
super-featherweight class . I've had four
fights in the last year, two of them were title fights - the Maine Featherweight Championship and the North American SuperFeatherweight Championship .
DE: How was the Baltimore fight
arranged?
LU: It was arranged by the Women' s
Boxing Board in California which my trainer
keeps in contact with. The Womeri 's Boxing Board is a professional board which
sanctions and regulates women's boxing and
makes everything legal. If I'm fighting for
a title, it has to go through them. They determine if the fight can really b~ a title ,fight.
And , the Women 's Boxing Board ptits out
the rankings. Women' s boxing is real big
in California. Women can make a living at
it ·out there . They fight once every two
months - no problem. It's catching on. I
think it'll come in the way women's
bodybuilding has. All we need is the publicity and the support from the promoters.
DE: Who is the audience at women's boxing? Does it have a draw?
LH: Mostly men who are into .boxing .
Women's boxing brings in a lot of.people.
They like to have women on the card ,
especially if I fight in' Maine. We really
bring in a crowd. I think most people come
to see ' 'a freak show,' ' but when they leave
they ' re shocked. They ' re surprised that we
really box, that we're really good fighters,
that we're not in there slapping and kicking
and pulling hair. The last time I fought they
took a collection up just because the audience thought we were so good.

title fight. It's only four rounds. And we 're
not the .main attraction, whereas usually I
am when I fight. I have been every time I've ·
fought. Usually the women are the main
event, meaning our fight would be last.
I think most people come to see "a· freak show,"
There 's usually several fights during an
evening - like two ten-round fights . Ten
but wh~n they leave they're shocked. They're surrounds is about a balr'hour of straight boxprised that we really box, that we're really good
ing without continuing the breaks.
fighters.
If you fight a title fight , it has to be ten
rounds. You could be a really good boxer
Then I trained and I trained for months
Women's boxing seems to be making the but if you haven 't been training the way you
and I didn't feel I was getting any better. sport a little classier. We get presented with
should be, you ' re going to die out after four
I didn't feel I was learning anything because flowers and stuff like that. It's nicer than the or five rounds. Part of boxing is being able
Denny didn' t have the time to spend with guys sweating and spitting in the buckets.
to go the distance . Most of the fights in the
DE: I understand you have another job.
world are won on who can _go the distance
me. And he didn't really know a lot about
the sport. I had two more fights when I was And with only four fights a year, you can 't
because after awhile if ygu had to lift your
training with him. Both times I fought that be making a living at boxing.
arm , you just couldn 't. So, with ten rounds,
woman my father told me about and I lost
LU: Not even close . We usually have
if you have two really good boxers , it comes
down to who can · go the distance.
both times. I decided so'methirtg wasn't right contracts . The way I like to do it is whether
because they were close fights . So, I went you win or lose there 's a set amount. The
With shorter fights you tend to get more
to the Waterville Boxing Club and I talked biggest purse I've ever gotten was in the
knockouts because they really go at it
with Bob Sylvia. He 's my trainer now. I North American Championship - $750 because you ' re only in there a certain length ·
started with him and I haven't lost. He's and that was a ten-round fight! That 's a lot
of time. I've fought two ten-round fights ,
been in the sport for a long , long time. I've of boxing . When the men fought for that ti- . six eight-rounds . I've never fought just four
been with -him for just ·about a year.
· tie about three weeks after my fight , it was
rounds . I'm used to going a long time, pac$35
,000
to
the
loser
and
$75,000
to
the
wining
myself. Four rounds is ten minutes of
DE : Wh at d o you have to d o to tu m pro.?
boxing.
.
f
th
M'
.
ner!
It's
the
promoters.
Men
have
control
LH : You b uy a l1cense rom e ame
When women's boxing started, they
Boxing Commission. There's a boxing com- over the sport. It's hard to get into and get
weren't going to allow us to go ten rounds
mission in each state because the rules are anywhere with it. They look at me and say,
" You ' re a boxer?',' Or, "You' re too little!"
because we were women. '!'.hey had people
different among states. Anyone can buy a
My contract is with the promoter. He sets
at my fight to determine whether we would
license from the boxing commission. up the money, rents' the hall, does the .or not. We were both in excellent shape. We
Massachusetts doesn't allow women's boxproved that we could go ten rounds - easiing at all. I've thought about going down publicity, pays the fighters, gets the photos
ly . The Maine Featherweight Championship
there to buy a license just to get something and the posters . The promoters make
in March was the first ten-round fight for
megabucks. One fight I got $200 and the
going , just to start some trouble.
women in this state.
There 's no amateur boxing for women promoter cleared $2,000. That's the proDE: When you first got into professional
because boxing isn't that big. In order to moter - he put up all the money and he gave
boxing, how were you accepted by the men?
fight, if you're a woman , you have to tum me the opportunity to fight. But, I didn 't get
LU: The guys at the gym were great. I
pro. Otherwise, I would have done amateur into boxing for the money·
showed them I could do 500 sit-ups just like
I'm not doing it for the money . There's not
DE: Good thing! Does the fight in
they could , go 15 rounds , keep up with
enough women in boxing. There's no com- Baltimore carry more money? You ' re
fighting the Number 2 contender in the
them , and do whatever they did . The thing
petition for amateur boxing . It's really hard world.
they wouldn 't do was spar with me because
for men to tum pro because it' s so big.
they didn 't want to hit me . They were real
LU: Not after we get done with travel exThere are amateur males who have had 100
penses. I settled for this because it 's a nontimid about sparring with me . Well , final-
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Laurie Holt
ly, one day Jimmy said, ' TU spar with you,
Laurie," and we got into the ring and he
wasn't throwing punches. He was just dancing around not wanting to hit me.
DE: Since there are no other women at
the club, you really do need the men to spar
with you in order to get the practice.
LU: Right . It was hard at first , but now
it' s like, "Come on, I'll fight you, Laurie.
You' re going to get a bloody nose tonight.' '
I'm just like one of them now.
DE: And you ' ve never been harassed?
-LU: No . I'd hit them.
DE: That's true . I have to remember I' m
talking with a boxer.
Lli: And.they show respect. They ' re kind
of cute. They 'll say, " Don' t swear, Laurie 's
in here." They're all nice guys.
DE: What is it that you like about boxing?
LU: I like working out. I only fight about
four times a year, so that's basically what
I do - work out all the time. I like being
in shape. I like to run . When I first started
out I thought this would be great for selfdefense. But I don't really feel that way . I
don't feel that much safer. I like fighting .
The first time I got into the ring I hadn 't
thought about getting up in front of people.
I was never in drama class or in plays. I had
never dared to get up in front of people. So
that was real hard. And now it's a high ,
especially when I fight in my hometown.
People are there rooting for JJ}e. Everyone's
watching and you ' re doing your thing and
people like it and I like it. I like the feeling .
Corrections
There was. a serious typographical error
in the interview with Pat Califia (Our Paper,
December 1984). The corrected quote from
Pat's lecture reads as follows: "I call the advocates of the new moral purity
'feminini sts " ' . Not " feminists " as it
appeared .

. DE: What is it that you like about the actual act of fighting? You know - throwing
punches and knocking people out?
LH: Well, that actually happened in my
first fight. I knocked the woman out and I ·
felt wicked bad. And I asked her, "Is your
nose O.K.?" And she looked at me like,
"What!?! Leave me alone! " I had a problem .
hitting women. I didn ' t want to hit women.
I like women. But that problem passed . I
fought a woman I didn't like and it was
eas;er to hit her. She didn 't like me either
because our first fight was really close and
1 was just nobody at the time training in my
brother-in-law's garage. She was ranked
Number 4 in the world! And she said, ''Who
the hell are you to come in here and almost
beat me.' ' But, after she got over being mad,
she shook my hand and said, "If you keep
up , there won't be anyone who can beat you
in this state ." And she was right.
Any two people who fight - we can talk,
and shake hands , and we can smile at each
other, but there 's still , "I want to beat you
and I know I can ." You have to want to win.
You can 't think about liking someone. You
can 't feel s.orry . You can't give them an
edge. You have to psyche yourself up and
go in·there mad . I've· never seriously hurt
someone. Others have hit me and hurt their
hand .

LH: Not from total strangers. My friends
may say, ''I couldn't do that,'' or ''How do
you do that7;' ' or "I would have a real hard
time with that." I just explain to them that
I did for a while. It bothered me. But it' s
just what I do. They know me. They know
I'm a marshmallow.
DE: What made you want to keep doing
it?
LH: Everything happened so fast. They
told me 1 was a fast learner. I've only been
in it for a year anq I'm already the North
American Champion and ranked Number 4
in the world. Next year will be my peak.
I don't think about stopping now. I think
about going out-of-state and out of the country and fighting all over. They tell me I can
be real good.
DE: Do you ever worry about getting
seriously hurt?
LH: Yeah. I worry about getting cuts and
my teeth knocked out. I guess I'd deal with
it if it came. I'd probably stop because it
wouldn't be worth it. I don 't want to do
bodily hard to myself.
DE: When you spar with a man and beat
him , do you get any particular thrill out of
that?
LH: Yeah. I was training for a fight.
When you train for a fight , you really train.
You ' ve _got somethi~g to shoot for. You

When women's boxing started, they weren't going
to allow us to go ten rounds because we were
women. They had people at my fight to determine
whether we would or not. We proved that we coul<f
go ten rounds - easily.
DE: What goes through your head just
before a fight starts when the bell is about
to ring?
LH: I listen to \'lhat Bob says. I think of
an the instructions, like "Hit the body and
the hands will drop." But once I start, I
don't think. Everything has to come naturally because if you take time to think, that's
when you make your mistakes. And I think,
''I have to do it to them before they do it
to me."
DE: How did you get over feeling bad
·
about hitting a woman?
LH: 'I got hurt. I got hit and it hurt. So
I figured I had to do something because I
couldn't just sit there and get hit and hit. I ·
didn't want to be h: . So I had to start hitting. I still feel badly if they hurt their hand
and it stops them from training for a while.
DE: How do people react when they find
out what you do? Like when you meet someone and they ask, " Oh, and what do you
do? "
LH: They'll say things like, "You're my
friend , right? ," or "Oh really? Does your
mother know? ,'' or ' ' Does your mother let
you do that?"
DE: Do you ever get reactions like,
"That' s so violent. Why do you do that? "
or "Why do you want to hurt women?"

push yourself. The woman I was going to
fighfcalled up my trainer so we got together
with her people at our gym for sparring. I
didn't want to spar with her, but I sparred
with her sparring partner and I knocked him
out. Her mouth just dropped. But the only
men I usually ever beat are the new ones.
The others are too strong. They just push
my hands out of the way. Even if they're
in my weight class, they're a lot stronger.
DE: What goes through your mind when
you' re punching someone out?
LH: I'm really not even thinking.
Sometimes when you hit someone, like in
the nose, you can hear it or their nose starts
bleeding, and you feel bad, but you tum
around and five seconds later you have one.
It 's a sport. It's really an art. To be able to
get through a defense is an art. It's not a
matter of going in there and slugging and
whoever gets a lucky punch wins. There ' s
a lot of different moves - basic punches,
combinations, uppercuts.
,
DE: How would you respond to those
women who would criticize women's boxing because it's violent and who would accuse women boxers of doing violence to
each other?
LH:. Have you ever watched a rugby
game?!? They ' re entitled to their opinion . .

I see boxing as violent. I'o call it violent.
But people know what they're getting into.
If you go into the sport, you know exactly
what you're getting into. You've already
trained and you ' ve already sparred. They
stop a . fight if someone can't defend
themselves. There are rules and _regulations.
I don't get a rush out of hitting someone.
I like to win. I like boxing because it's real
individual. If anyone messes up , it's me.
There's not too many sports like that. I depend on my own skill. It's just me out there.
I like it. I don ' t think about stopping. I get
scared. Just before a fight is my most nervous time. ~ get tense and nervous and I
think about getting hurt and I dream about
it. And this fight coming up - I'm going
to her hometown. I won't know anybody
there. No one's going to be yelling for me
or supporting me. So I just think, "Well ,
I'll show them. I'll show them that I'm a better boxer. " That's the way I psyche myself
up.
When I first started in professional boxing at the Portland Civic Center I didn 't tell
my friends what I was doing because, you
know, I'd hear "violence against women. "
This was before I had Bob as a trainer. I was
afraid of what they'd say and think, plus the
fact that I was real unsure about what I was
doing right then, and because I had to fight
this woman who was really good and I didn 't
want them to come and see me get
slaughtered. Well, I didn 't get slaughtered,
but I lost.
DE: At what point did you tell your
friends?
. LH: It was after I got Bob and I went for
the State of Maine Championship and I told
them I wanted them all there because I was
going to win and I just got real confident.
I was bound and detennined. She had beat
me twice. I wanted to beat her. I had worked
real hard with Bob. It was probably five
months after that fight in Portland. I turned
pro and I fought that woman and lost and
then I fought her ag_a~!1 in Portland and lost.
Then I got Bob and started training. I trained
with Bob during the summer, then spent a
couple months in the gym and tµen we set

up for the fight. Bob said, "We want a title." Bob shows a lot of confidence in me.
Even when I don't feel too confident, he
shows confidence and by the time I fight I'm
psyched up because I know I'm good and
I've fought some really good people. I've
been ab~ to either beat them or hang in
there.
DE: What changes did you go through to
get to the point where you decided to tell
your friends?
LH: Some of them just heard about ·it.
They'd say, " Hey Laurie, what are you doing? What 's this shit in the paper?" My
good friends knew after a while. I used to ·
just say , ' 'It keeps me out of trouble.' ' Then
they 'd just drop it.
,,,.
DE: Did becoming a boxing champion
change the way you feel about yourself or
the way you look at the world?
LH: It gave me more confidence in myself
and in what I can do. And if I set my mind
to something, I can accomplish things. But
I'm still the same person . I still have the
·same lifestyle as I did before.
DE: Why do you think more women don 't
go into boxing?
LH: Because of the atmosphere. It's hard
to get used to . You ' re going into their environment so you don ' t want to change it.
You 've got to go in there and adapt. I was
real fortunate to find Bob. He coaches a
women's softball team in the summer which
I play for. He's just a real nice guy and he
knows what he's talking about. I trust him
completely. And he looks out for my wellbeing. It's probably hard for women to find
a trainer like that. When I first went there,
he tested me. He pushed me until I cried and
I told him where to go and he said, "O.K.
I just wanted to see what you were made
of. " He pushes me hard like anyone else.
He doesn't treat me different. I think I do
more than the guys do as far as working out.
I think it would be hard to find someone
like that who is in those surroundings and
with whom you could still have a friendship .
You've got to be friends. You 're going to
· ·-·

continued on page 8 .
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be close. I spend hours a day with this man
all the time and I travel with him. He says,
"Do it," and I do it. Finding a trainer is
hard.
DE: A trainer who would have that kind
of investment in a woman boxer?
LH: Yeah. I've met other trainers and
they're nice, but I really don't think they
would have the time or want to make the
time.
DE: And probably because many of us are
brought up to believe that fighting is bad and
it's not OK for girls to fight , but it is OK
for boys to fight. Did you get a different
message in your family?
LH: I had ten sisters and five brothers and
I worked outside a lot helping my father . We
had a farm . So I milked the cow and took
care of the horses. My sisters did also. My
father was a truckdriver and gone for weeks
at a time. There was always· a lot for
·_everyone to do. There weren't the hard and
fast roles that boys only do certain things
and girls only do certain things . My family
has been a real support for me in my boxing. I'm real close to my father. I always
have been. He's my manager.

the ordinary for women to do . Well, there
goes one theory I had out the window. Does
your family know?
LH: I imagine they all know. My brothers
think I have excellent taste in women. The
only one I haven 't really told is my father .
I told my mother a long-time ago. She said,
"Don't tell your father. He'll have a heart
attack. ' ' I think he knows.
DE: And you really haven't had any
harassment from the men at the gym?
LH: No. This is basically a small area.
.I used to work with one of the guys at the
gym. I just got done with one job last week.
I was working two jobs. I worked with him
at the mill. Everybody knows you. And if
you hang out at the fights, these people are
all there and you eventually get talking. People know who you are. I was about 16 when
·
I knew I was a lesbian .
DE: Do you think being a lesbian had
anything to do with your going into boxing'!
Do you see any connection there?
LH: I don't think so. Maybe in trying to
break into a man's field. But I think I would
have done it anyway , even if I wasn't a
lesbian.

you 're not going to do it under my name."
I'm really devoted to him. We have real nice
chemistry.
DE: It is incredible that you go into this
bastion of male supremacy and develop that
kind of relationship with your trainer, and
that he can be real accepting of the lesbian
part of you.
LH: Yeah - and sometimes he says the
wrong things and I know he really doesn't
mean it. He comes off sounding like a male
chauvinist pig and he likes to come off like
that - that's the image he plays. I can
understand that a little better. Not many people could.

0

"fight of the night. It's not big on the E ast
Coast. It's bigger in California, Nevada, and
Michigan. We need it to boom the way
women's bodybuilding did.
DE: One of the problems you have, I'd
imagine, is having to fight the same women
all the time.
LH: That's how it's been in Maine. I've
fought one woman four times and after our
last fight we agreed we don't want to fight
each other again. It was boring for us.
Baltimore is a big step because we got the
call from California.
UE: Any last thoughts?

It gave me more confidence in mys.elf and in what
I can do... Boxing has taught me a lot. It has taught
me to never underestimate anyone - -anyone's
power.
LH: Boxing has taught me a lot - self-

control , respect for people. It has taught me
DE: A while ago you said your peak will
be next year. What did you mean by that? , to never underestimate anyone - anyone's
power.
LH: If things keep happening this fast ,
hopefully I'll get a shot at the world title next
year. They'll have eliminations. The East
Coast champion and the West Coast champion will meet for a fight and then the winIt's a high~ especially when I fight in my
ner of that will fight the world champion .
hometown. People are there rooting for me.
- No one has ever fought for the world title in my weight class. No promoter has
Everyone's watching and you're doing your thing
grabbed onto this. It would be a big fight.
and people like it and I like it. 1 like the feeling.
The problem has been that few promoters
DE: What's your training like?
DE: When you and Bob started training , recognize women's boxing. ,
DE: What will it take for you to get more
LH: I train every night for two hours - did some time pass before he knew and how
fights?
sometimes longer. I usually start by running did he come to know?
LH: Right now we need to get known. We
laps, and then I have a routine of running
LH: Some time passed. He'd come out
up and down the bleachers . I shadowbox in with remarks putting down women. He 's a have to send tapes of me fighting to prothe ring for three rounds. That's punching character. He likes to get people going. I'd moters who promote all the big cards. We
air. I do it in the ring to help me move be right there to defend and show him and want to go for ESPN - a sports channel on
around the ring and to work off the ropes . prove him wrong. One time he asked me if Cable T.V. I don't know if the promoters
And , you know , sit-ups, push-ups, jump- I had a boyfriend and I said, " I don 't do are aware that there are real good women
COlJ~T ~T.
rope. Then I hit the bag - the'heavy bag. boys. " And he said , " What's that supposed boxers . I've seen tapes of women's boxing
•
Then we go from the speed bag to the dodge to mean? " And I said , "Come on, Bob! You . that weren't impressive. We have to show
'-.A
CIJl<IO
~11()J>
·bag. The dodge bag is in the middle of two coach the softball team. You know what I'rn them there ' s good professional quality
TEL . 782-0638. AUBURN . ME .
elastics and when you punch it, the bag goes talking about." One day it just clicked. It women 's boxing. I think women' do attract
/
side-to-side to help you with your accuracy. , didn 't change anything . It's not a secret and people. I've heard people say it was the best
Then we spar. And when I get up in the it's not like he keeps it a secret. It doesn't
·•·.·.·.·.•.·.·.·.·.
morning I usually run.
· change anything. In fact , it might even make
.·•••·.·.·.·.·.·.·.•.•.·.·•••·.·.·.·.·•·.·.·.•.·.·•·.••·.•
I know when I should be doing more for our relationship stronger. Sometitpes he 'll
· a workout. I always stay in shape so that I say something and he'll know I'm the only
don 't have to catch up. One summer I took one who knows what he's talking about. It's
off a month io play softball and I thought like something just between him and me.
~
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I'd never get back in shape. It's hard to catch
DE:, Like there ' s a different kind of inup . I'll never stop again. I always stay in · timacy between the two of you .
LH: Yeah. And this man knows
shape now. If someone called and wanted
me to go ten rounds, I'd be able to go ten everything I do . He knows everything.
C • E • L • E • B ·• R • A • T .- E
rounds.
When we first started training and we started
I don't really like this weight class. I feel . getting close, one day he said, "You went
strong and fast at 125 pounds. I feel heavy out drinking last night, didn't you?" One
right now. Super-featherweight (127-131) is time he called me up after a weekend out
a heavier weight class than featherweight and I had ended up in Portland - and I had
(120-127). Before I started boxing I weigh~ no idea I was going to Portland when I
C•E•L•E•B•R•A•T•E
115 . Now I weight 127 or 128 which is the started out - and he said , " So, how was
weight class I have to be in right now. But Portland?" He totally amazes me like that.
it' s good that I can flex; I can go from one I have a great de'al of respect for him.
class to another.
In a way I'm sort of trapped. I'm not realDE: Do the men at the gym know you ' re ly trapped , but if I wanted to get up and
D
a lesbian? And what have the reactions leave this state tomorrow , I couldn't - just
been?
because I couldn't leave Bo_b. I'm really
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You have to want to win. You can't think about
liking someQne. You can't feel sorry. You can't give
them .an edge. You have to psyche yourself up and
go in there mad.
LH: One does. And Bob knows .' I've had
reactions from some of the women boxers.
After a fight I went into the locker room.
I got beat. I was real tense and nervous and
angry and hurt. And the woman I had just
fought looked at me and said, "I'm
straight." I guess she's had some experiences travelling. I have no idea.how she
·
knew I was a lesbian.
DE: I would think that most women who
are into boxing would be lesbians .
LH: Why do you say that? I haven't met
another lesbian that I know of in boxing.
DE: Really? Hmm ... why do I say that?
I guess I think that most straight women
wouldn't think of doing something so out of
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close to him. I have roots here as far as boxing. I just don't feel I can get up and leave
like I could a couple of years ago.
We fight sometimes. We don't always get
along. He gets me mad. And I get him mad.
Sometimes I get into slumps where I get
bored with training. I think, "Why am I
training? I'm not going to fight!'' Especially when I .was working two jobs and had to
squeeze in time for training, and that's not
the way it should be. I got into a slump
where I'd come home from work and fall
asleep and skip training dnd he really
chewed me out and got me real mad. No one
likes to get chewed out and yelled at. But
he said, "You' re going to do it right or
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by John Preston
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embroidering such tales for his delight.
Paul Seidman's confused and confusing
But, of course, there are times that such
essay in the last issue of Our Paper ("On
Facism and the Internalization of Values" ) a thing might happen. They aren't to be
denied. Yes , I'll agree, people can horribly
reminds me most of the hysterical scene in
misuse S&M just as they can horribly
the Music Man where the Robert Preston
misuse monogamy. I suspect, given the
character is screaming: "There's trouble in
numbers involved and the proportions of
River City!' '
· people who might indulge in the two, that
"Right here in River City!"
there's a lot more misuse of monogamy I recently reviewed a book on gay
sadomasochism, The Urban Aboriginals by
that it's manipulated to produce ownership,
denial of individual freedom and restriction
Geoff Mains, Gay Sunshine Press. The
of growth in all its positive forms.
volume would have 'us believe that S&M is
With S&M or pornography or prostitunot only all right, but that it is somehow
tion, the thing is that one has to acknowledge
mystical and , therefore , somehow better
that good things happen. They are not allJ pthan other forms of human sexuality. I
so facto bad. One has to value the reports
wasn't buying it. My article began :with
of decent people with intelligent analyses
words something like this:
who have taken part in the activities lijld who
After having spent fifteen important years
report· that they experieQced something good
of my life involved to one extent or another
for them.
in the gay leather world, .it has become obI have absolutely no desire to impose my
vious to me that S&M is nothing more - nor
sexuality on _someone else. I have no need
anything less - than a way that some men
to have my sexuality affirmed by having any
have sex. They bring to it all the possi8zlities
for intimacy, all the dangers of exploitatio~; other person take part in it. But I am aware
that the function of sex for me - the exit can be used as a shield to protect anonymiperience and, hopefully, growth of intimacy
ty or it can be used as a cathartic tool to
and self-knowledge - can and has existed
explore the unseen regions of the soul.
in a positive function in both extensive S&M
Seidman' s-demagogic article has no room
for that kind of statement, one that might arenas and in the most calm and tranquil of
perform the function he claims he would like vanilla. The essence of the sex was the same.
As a writer - and one who is very proud
his own remarks to make: to increase informed discussion . Instead we have - in all of one work that is clearly porpographic, I
Once Had a Master and Other Tales of
caps. no less - the sweeping statement:
SADOMASOCHISM IS NOT HEALTHY . Erotic Love - Seidman's comments about
IT IS NOT GOOD, IT OUGHT NOT BE pornography as fascism are simply silly and
contemptuous. It is one of the contradictions
SEXY.
There's the first red flag in his article. "It of human existence that love can take the·
ought not be sexy .'' Whenever we hear peo- form of S&M, not a contradiction that must
ple telling us what should be we are listen- be dismissed, but, like other human contradictions, simply acknowledged. That art
ing to fascists - and I use that term pu~can take place in that context is obvious.
posely. It fits, even in his superficial defimAnything that depicts the degradation-and
tions of the word. "Fascism - doctrines ,
methods, princ!J,les, methods, ideology torture of women must, by definition be
which support and encourage rigidity of bad? Then what are we to do with the
brilliant novels by A.N. Roquelare that
thought. .. ''
·
We, of all the people in the world, should create a fantasy world of loving and loved
be awfully cautious whenever someone's slaves anct' masters, a fantasy world that is
telling us what we should respond to in no way ,gender bound in the novels The
Claiming of Sleeping Beauty or Beauty's
sexually .
Seidman's demogoguery is continued in Punishment? Are we to destroy and ban the
his sensationalistic examples of S&M: A brilliant movies of Pasolini because of the
black man purposely looking to be ''pain- scenes of debasement, scenes that ask quesfully ass-fucked ' ' by white men and a friend tions about Seidman's precise problem: The
dragged in chains through the Mineshaft by · interaction between sexuality and fascism?
a uniformed pseudo-policeman. Having Is Salo going to be exposed to the harassbeen an habitue of ~,1e Mineshaft I do have ment of anti-porn fanatics? There's no way
to protest; many mas~hists might have I can see to protect that obvious piece of
dreams of the fantasy Seidman describes , disturbing art; there's no way to separate it
but I've never seen that dream come true to out legally from Hustler.
It's more interesting when Seidman gets
that extent. It's in fiction , and in the fie- .
tionalized fantasies of people. It's what to gay pornography in particular. What a
many people might like to have happen in strange statement this is: "What we see in
gay pornography I believe to be the graphic
that place, it has almost never happened.
Seidman doesn't get when someone's tell- depiction of gay self-hatred ... " Really? And
ing a good story as opposed to reporting the - nothing else? There's no beauty in the naked
facts. I can, actually , imagine that someone maje ·bodies in gay pornography? It is
would have a great time pulling the shocked always going to be an expression of "selfexpressions out of a prude like Seidman by hatred?" There's no room in this statement

.
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or in his analysis for equivocation? My, my,
there's certainly a lot of self-hatred in that
paragraph, isn't there? But I don't think it's
in the pages of gay pornography, it's in the
article.
There are so many other points where the
tortured prose of Seidman' s article falls
apart. His definition of pornography insists
that it's s~mething that is prodl_Jced,
distributed and makes rich · largely men.
Wait a minute! As with most simplistic
analysis of sexual politics, Seidman's making assumptions based on the belief that his
perceptions must be so eorrect that the world
must conform to them. The world doesn't
conform t~ them. Tnere are many pornographic periodicals owned and controlled
by women. A woman owns the conglomerate that produces First Hand,
Manscape and Letters. A woman owns and
controls High Society. Women control and
share in the profits of Penthouse, Penthouse
Variations and Playboy. No analysis which
ignores the complicity of women who claim
- as those women do - to be feminists can
be complete.
Even when Seidman tried to make his
tangential points, he's not willing to do his
homework, or is it that he's not willing to
be honest? Didn't it sound sensational that
a magazine was being published and that
there was "no indication of who published
it?" War Machine -according to the copies
I went and looked at - is clearly marked
as being "An Orbis Publication." What's
the secret about that? The address, ownership, all of it, is clearly and prominently
displayed on the masthead page of the
magazine. It was such good copy to present
· this magazine as proof of something that he
wanted to have proven, that Seidman was
willing - perhaps anxious - to see the
worst possible meaning to its existence.
I am not saying that militarism isn 't an
OOlllipresent problem in our society. It is.
If he had taken the time he could have found
. a magazine, Soldier of Fortune , which
would have manifest his worst fears . (SOF
finances teams of American adventurers in
Central America.and Afganistan.)
· But, even here, there is a question of complicity and one of greyness. Could we all be
having this discussion at all if it weren 't for
American military might? Don't we also
; have to look at some of the social functions
of the military - the .fact that it is a major
route for the lowest classes of Americans to
receive education and experience. Many gay
historians, certainly including Allan Berube,
report that it was the social disruptions of
World Wars I and II that produced the gay
world. What does that mean? It's
fascinating, there's complicity, there's
greyness, there's social value to the least
socially redeeming event, war.
As gay people w~ have come out of a
world of cultural fascism, one that told us
how we were .to be, who we were to love
and how we were to have sex. Our existence
is a denial of the right of that set of intolerable restrictions. We cannot turn around
·and define 'again a new cultural fascism.

Most especially, we can't tolerate any
form of anti-pornography movement.
Never, ever. There is one statement I will
make with no equivocation. We have been
defined as obscene. We, our very presence,
has been described as pornographic. We
always .have to look at the experience of our
own city .during the obscenity ordinance
debate and referendum. Was the Congress
Street Bookstore closed? No. Did Hustler
get banned from the bookshelves? No, but
Mandate did. Is Penthouse wrapped in paper
so it won't be viewed by the casual reader
who might be offended by it at Joe's Smoke
Sho1/ No, but Stallion is. Would the Maine
Times have trouble with a publisher if it
wanted to do a series on gynecological problems? No, but Our Paper got thrown out
when it wanted to-do an article on AIDS that
offended its printer.
Those feminists who join with the right
wing on the obscenity issue are attacking us .
There's no way around that. They are giv- ·
ing credibility to our most vicious enemies,
they are giving strength to people who
would attack us in the most fundamental
ways.
I don't know what it is in Portland that
makes Seidman so upset that S&M is being
"accepted, if not in prac-tice then in belief,
into the gay and lesbian community here ... ''
Is it the Harbor Masters? Pat Califia talking at USM and being interviewed in Our
Paper? It seems to me that those are simply
questions of freedom of speech and freedom ·
of assembly. They are openings for discussion. The Harbor Masters are hardly running around recruiting massive new
membership for the sake of fulfilling Seidman 's dirty little fantasies . Califia is hardly
an unintelligent outlaw who deserves to be
dismissed. Compare the human tolerance in
her speech and interview in that same issue
of Our Paper with, Seidman's intolerance
and puritanistic hysteria.
.
One thing strikes me about this article and
about some of the other reactions that have
come from.the expression of leather sexuality in Portland. Most often, that I know of, ·
.those expressions have been openings for
dialogue. Califia spoke in the same week .
that John Stoltenberg was given a forum.
-Was her presence sensationalistic? It was only because of the protest, the thing that lifted
it up from being something of interest to the ·
press to making it something 9f news importance. Has anyone been trying to recruit
members into an S&M fraternity in
Portland? (And isn't that an awfully familiar
idea, that some bad people are making
something morally reprehensible something
that people might think is all right? Who was
it that was so worried about a private act
receiving social sanction? I remember
something about oranges .. .) No, no one has
been trying to tell any one that a certain type
of sex is better, more desirable, more
anything else. Only that this can be sex that
people do as a part of their struggle to be
honorable and responsible. But who's
creating the controversy and making the
charges and describing the way things ought
to be? Paul- Seidman..

RESTffll<ANT . DELUXE
'He.a~nt Stmt1 sile of hopt;y
Al~'s Re~a~nt, where f~sh
r€91~I and tntemahimal dts~

c~eer everyone, eveo;y weekdo.y

ov (()YJcn, ru9nfJv at
diviner. Jvrr,p into frie scene . Al'I easy Walk
thaf wont -f ,re yoor
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!!Gay Rights Bill .Progresses!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Nazi Persecution of Gays!!!!!!!!!!
by Fred Berger
Work toward a state "Gay Rights Bill "
continued in December when eleven
representatives of gay and feminist groups
met with Patricia Ryan, Executive Director
of the Maine Human Rights Commission.
Among th9se present were Dale McCormick, Richard Steinman, Betsy Sweet, Marty Sabol, Phil Gautreau and JoAnn
Dauphinee. The December 3 meeting focused on strategies for passing the bill with.
special emphasis on new techniques of lobbying legislators.
The "gay rights bill" to be introduced in
the upcoming legislative session is the same
one that has been pr~sented in four previous
sessions since 1977. It is actually an amendment to the existing Maine Human Rights
Act. The bill's purpose is .to "extend to all
citizens regardless of their sexual orienta-tion the same protections now guaranteed to
others on the basis of race, color, religion,
sex, age, national origin, physical or mental handicap.'' -Discrimination iri the areas
of employment, housing, public accomodations and credit would be prohibited. Under
the Maine Human Rights Act, the Human
Rights Commission handles complaints of
discrimination. In the past the Commission
has collected information on discrimination
·against gay men and lesbians but has told
the complainants that it is not authorized to
take any action.
Tt,is year the Human Rights Commission
has decided to take a·more active role in promoting the bill. Although it has supported
it in the past, this is the first year that the
Commission has actually submitted the bill
through its role as a state agency. Ryan explained that after the bill is submitted Governor Brennan could choose to make it a part
of his legislative package of bills he hopes
to see .passed. This is unlikely, she said,
because: he has not supported the legislation
previously.
Leaders present at the· meeting
brainstormed on possible House and Senate
sponsors for the bill.' It was suggested that
we seek a wider geographic and party
representation than in the past. In previous
years the sponsors have generally been

Demot rats from the Portland area. Suggested Senate sponsors included Sen. John
Baldacci (D-Bangor), Sen. Larry Brown (DLubec), and Sen. Barbara Gill (R-South
Portland). Potential House sponsors mentioned included Rep . John Diamond, (Assis.tant Majority Leader from Bangor) and Rep.
Tom Murphy (R-Kennebunk).
Noting that arguments based on logic have
failed to influence many legislators in the
past, it was suggested that we try a more
personal approach this time, including the
holding of teas and cocktail parties for the
legislators. Because of the difficulty of getting legislators to attend functions of this
type, it was suggested that they be cosponsored by supportive groups such as the
. Maine Civil Liberties Union or the Maine
Teachers Association.
Another unique approach discussed at the
meeting was the possibility of holding
workshops on homophobia for the
legislators. Betsy Sweet, Director of the
Maine Commission for Women, thought
that by lobbying legislators to attend such
sessions, we could expect as many as 20 or
30 legislators, some of them undecideds, to
attend. A subcommittee was formed to investigate materials that could be used in that
type of presentation.
The group also discussed the importance
of engaging the support of various religious
denominations. lff Wisconsin, the only state
so far to pass gay rights legislation, the support of religious groups was crucial. Citing
the difficulty of getting slow moving church
bureaucracies to take positions on any issue,
it was suggested that we find supportive individual clergy to speak out. Marge Clark
of Maine NOW volunteered to use her connections with the Unitarian-Universalist ·
Church to approach other denominations.
As the meeting concluded, Patricia Ryan
offered to contact her counterpart on the
Wisconsin Human Rights Commission, as
well as the Attorney General oJ Wisconsin,
about the possibility of testifying in Maine
on the effect of Wisconsin's bill. Ryan also
offered to attend the next meeting of the
Maine Gay and Lesbian Political Alliance,
scheduled for January 13 in Augusta, for
further discussion on the bill.

by Fred Berger

The Nazi persecution of gay men was until
recently one of the least publicized and least
documented aspects of the Holocaust.
Speaking at Bates College in mid-November
Professor Richard Plant of the New School
For Social Research in New York City
claimed that the major historians who dealt
with the Nazi era, including William Shirer,
ignored the topic of specific persecution of
gays as well as Jehovah's Witnesses and
Gypsies.
Professor Plant began doing research on
Nazi persecution of gays in 1974. His initial findings, published in 1977 in
Christopher Street were ''met with disbelief
everywhere.'' Since then he has contiijued
to research the topic and will publish a book
on his findings in about a year. Using the
files of the International Tracing Service in
West Germany Professor Plant focused his
study on Buchenwald, a ''re-education and
manufacturing" concentration cainp. According to Plant, the Nazis had a tremendous
bureaucracy which kept detailed accounts of
every aspect of their system. Many of the
records were destroyed before the liberation
of the camps, but some were preserved.
Among these were biographies of the Commandant of Auschwitz, and of Heinrich
Himmler, "the architect of the destruction
of Gays, Gypsies and Jehovah's
Witnesses". · Prisoners also, kept secret
records. Plant used these sources plus personal interviews with gay concentration
camp survivors. He was able, however, to
find fewer than ten gay · survivors to
interview.
In his lecture Professor Plant briefly
described the rise of anti-gay pe.rsecution in
Germany . He said that in the Weimar
Republic laws on homosexuality had been
liberalized. Gay bars and publications proliferated, particularly in Berlin. By 1933,
however, Hitler had passed the Enabling ·
Law which allowed any police officer to arrest a ''deviate, U!)desirable or enemy of the
state" without a warrant or charge. Trials
were rarely held and those arrested were
usually sent to concentration camps. Plant
described how the Nazis used subscription
lists from gay magazines, address books of
arrested men, tips from bartenders, existing
police lists, as well as anonymous denunciations to find and arrest gay men. He noted
become a cult classic, listed as one of the
that although lesbian bars were closed by the
best erotic novels ever written by both.the
Nazis, lesbians as a group were not
Village Voice and Penthouse magazine. It
persecuted. "There were never laws against
was published by Alternate.
'sexually deviant acts' by women," he said.
' The Weekly News award also mentioned
Within the concentration camps gays ,
Preston's essays, "His articles range from
designated by the wearing of pink triangles,
the epcohal 'Goodbye to Sally Gearhart' (in
were low ori the camp hierarchy. Among all
Christopher Street) where he first brought
prisoners the survival rate of gays was 60%
up the idea of the clone, to 'Death of a Gay
lower than other groups. According to Plant
Everyman'" one of a series of essays : there were two ways in which gays were
originally published as a · "Letter from : able to survive. One way was to get jobs in
Maine" in Boston's Bay Windows and then : the camp bureaucracies. Because many of
nationally syndicated.
the Nazi guards and administrators were illiterate they needed educated prisoners to fill
out forms and keep records. Educated gays
could sometimes secure these " safer" jobs.
The second way that gays could gain some
protection was to become the sexual favorite
of a Nazi officer. This situation is described
in "The Men With the Pink Triangle" by

Heinz Heger, the only book available by a
gay concentration camp survivor. Plant
noted that following the liberation of the
camps, the Americans and British often sent
the gar,prisoners to prison to complete
sentences for their crimes - such as ''deviant sexual activity.' ' Years in the camps
were not counted as time served. Mainly
because his research focused on one camp,
Plant was not able to estimate the number
of gays imprisoned and killed by the Nazis.
In the question and answer period following Plant's talk the audience focused on
possible comparisons between the rise of the
New Right in America today and the early
years of Nazism. Denis Sweet, who in- ·
troduced Professor Plant, had earlier suggested a similarity between the homophobic
rhetoric of Dr. Paul Cameron, who had participated on a panel at Bates a few weeks
earlier, and ~azi anti-gay propaganda.
Reluctant to make any comparisons, Professor Plant, who left Germany in 1933, said
tharhe saw tremendous differences between
the American character and 1 American
history that made a movement like Nazism
highly unlikely here. He cited the long
history of autocratic rule in Germany, the
reverence for the military and the police (as
. opposed to the American idealization of the
independent rebel) and the total lack of
societal pluralism in pre-war Germany. He
,pointect'out, however, that no one ever expected Nazism to take hold in Germany, one
of the mo.st sophisticated and educated of
pre-war societies. He said that staggering inflation and unemployment provided the basis.
for the success of the Nazi movement.
"Nazism grew on a soil of desperation," he
said. ''Only if we should drift into an \:normous depression and enormous inflation ... then I see a danger. But now that we
know the Nazis existed, we would see the
warning signs.''

Preston Honored
Portland resident John Preston has been
named Author of the Year by The Weekly
News, a national gay publication produced
in Miami, Florida.
According to the article by Weekly News
book editor Jesse Monteagudo, the award '
was a departure from the paper's usual ·
procedure:
- ' 'Each year since 1978 (we have selected)
an outstanding.Book of the Year. No book '
was selected this year . Instead, it was decided to honor a writer who dominated the
1983-4 gay literary scene with the quantity
and variety of his books, the effectiveness
of his articles , the potency of his vision and
·his creation of what could ·become gay
literature~s greatest hero . John Preston is
1984's 'Author of the Year'."
The mention of a hero is a reference to
a series of books Preston has recently begun.
The first volume of the series, called The
Mission of Alex Kane, was Sweet Dreams;
a second volume, Golden Years, has just
been released and two more are on their
way.
Preston has also written Franny: The
Queen of Provincetown. (Named Book of
the Year by The Front Page in 1983, ·a stage
adaptation also won the Jane Chambers Gay
Playwriting Award that year. The Meridian
Gay Theatre Company ' s New York City
proctuct10n 1s now m its fourth month. ) I
Once Had a Master and Other Tales of
Erotic Love is a collection of pornography
that has been critically acclaimed. He also
co-authored a book on personal ads with
Frederick Brandt, C./assified Affairs. All
these were published by Alyson Publications . Still another book, Mr. Benson, has
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Poetry

Some Thoughts on Gay Twins~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Gay twins. I hadn ' t given the subject
much thought although I am a gay twin . It
began to take on a different outlook just
recently after a visit I made to my twin
brother in Atlanta. Some of my gay friends
know I'm a twin but most don ' t so that as
I passed around pictures of the trip , folks
began naturally to ask questions as to what
it 's like. That is the aim of this article.
What causes gay twins? Probably the
same thing that causes gay singletons and
I'm sure that we 've heard just about every
theory going. Suffice it to say that while
many of us do ask the origin of our
prefer~1_1ce , it comes as a bit of a surprise
sometimes to see it duplicated in two identical people.
·
T?e problems of twins , be they gay or
stra1ght, are not always so easily explained
to others. Certainly if you look at it, you ' II
see that many of the problems between twins
can be the same · as between ,any brother
and/or sister. I find , however that two
things can be somewhat differen{ those being age and identity.
'
While many family members can be very
close to one another, the difference in ages
can be a deciding factor in shaping personalities. The age gap of two years between
brothers can result in perhaps a year or two
in grade~ in school and with thi s brings different fnends, or the experiencing of life's
"surprises of growing up " (for Jack of any
better term) in different manners. This gap
seems to erase itself with twins. It never occurs to me , but the fellow that I shared so
much of my first twenty-two years was
always no older nor younger than I was. It
seerri,s that ,my growing up was his growing
up. 1 he age gap never existed and therefore
the~e was no excuse for his having expenenced more or less than 1.. This might
b~ hard for a singleton to understand. If so,
!hink ab?ut any significant first experience
in your hfe and try'to imagine someone hav-'
ing the same at the same time . Such is not
necessarily the case but it serves as an exa111pl~ of what I. mean.
.
Mor~ ~an age: is -th~ problem. of id~ntity
for a twin. Two names representing two
separate individuals tend to merge into one
sound which ih everyone else 's minds is·one
pe_rson. Some twins find this no problem and
milk the novelty of being exactly alike to its
hilt. Others, however, tend to rebel and no
amount of coaxing can get them to dress
alike to be alike. In this last category ,
separate friendships with the same person
become more important than you can imagine and it sometimes leaves the friend
bewildered as to how to handle the jealousies
of these two , both of whom he wants to
know but doesn't want to have to •'take
sides" .
The search for one's own identity in a twin
relationship brings in more sides not mentioned before. One is competition and the
other is dominance. I can 't decide if these
are entwined or completely different.
Perhaps they are a little of both .
When one competes , there has to be a
stronger and a weaker. It would make sense
to say that perhaps each twin excels in different areas. This is simetimes the case ,but
more than not it has been my experi1;,nce that
many follow each others leads. Competition
between two people can be good but it 'can
also hurt. With gay twins, it might manifest
itself with problems over bed partners . Of
course this is only a problem if the two live
together. Speaking personally I can say that
while I having been living apart for my twin
for nearly 13 years now, I still look on with
jealousy his " successes" in bed in relationship to my own or mentally total his tricks
to ~in~. This is not a heal~hy thing to do
nor 1s 1t particularly mature. (It's especialIy bad _if the two live different settings e.g.
a bustling urba~ setting with a lot of gay life
VS. a ~mailer p1;,rhaps more rural setting) .
But this type of competitio.n will last for

many years, if not forever.
Dominance between twins also can be
wrapped up in identity and/or personality.
The more · passive of the two might not
laugh woman
develop his own personality to its fullest and
laugh with the rest of them
should the, partnership break µp some wh~re
your sisters
along the way , it could prove to be a hard
problem to face for him. All of a sudden his
laugh with the waitress who earned a
opinions might ~e asked for , responsibility
masters degree in biochemistry
and receives a life-long degree in ,
might be thrust on him, all sorts of new exhumiliation
·
periences might crop up . He might not be
assaulted by a groping eager hand
able to handle all this due to hi s twin 's
a twice ~s eager mouth
always having been there to look after such
and a- drunken mind
things. I'm pleased_to say that while this can
be a. proble?1 f~r s~me , su~h '"'.as not the
laugh woman
case in my s1tuat1on. But I guess the fear was
with . the secr~ta~y, fifteen years
always there that it could .
expenence, who is given a choice
a good fuck (probably the best she'll ever
But what of gay tw!ns? M ~ ihe aboveget)
mentioned areas unique to just them or to
and
twenty-two cent raise
all twins? I guess the uniqueness of any of
or the door
this might come in with the question of sex .
Yes, in the strictest sense of the word , the
laugh with the woman popped full of
many years that I had sex with my twin starpills
ting in grammar school and continuing
shot full of juice so sweet it relinquishes
through college can be classified as incest.
the foul memory of the last john
and the stench of life on the streets
Probably many men had their first sexual exall supplied graciously by the one for
perience with-another member of their fami-·
whom
she "works"
ly , perhaps an older brother. It does fall into the category of incest since it's sex between siblings. Others look on it as a natural
laugh woman
part of growing up . And this is true of twins
with the housewife and mother given $30
(in this case it wasn ' t an oider or a younger
a week
to - feed, clothe, and laund~r three
brother .. .. it was just " him ".) And try to
screaming, sniffing, clinging, dirty,
imagine what it must be like to have sex with
growing children
.
yourself. No , I don 't mean self gratification
appreciated only for the warm hole she
~ don't know if " Our Paper" wants to print
provides every Monday, Wednesday,
Jerk off!) I mean seeing yourself in your sex
and every other Friday night
partner. Same eyes, same teeth , arms,
legs .. . .. If you don ' t particularly like the
laugh woman
way you look , it can be a real disappointlaugh with the rest of them
ment! No wonder you're out there looking
your sisters
for someone else! It's a standing joke with
1;1e that I never tell ai;iyone that I'm not parfor you are a service to Mankind
t1cularly good-looking while my brother is
a bearer of your next generation
present since to say so is to insult his looks .
as well.
laugh woman
For all the " problems" that gay twins
- for you are the comedienne of hell
might have, there are compensations . I find
these in t he·little t hings that not even twins
GRACE
will always catch . An example:
.
On my trip to Atlanta, I had the oppoptunity to take part in my first gay pride
march. Brother (the dominant one) decided
that we would dress alike and carry a sign
proclaiming "Gay Twins" (only a fool
a feminist book,store
":ould have missed the similarity and I questtoned the need for the sign) . We dutifully
hours ·
b?ught shirts alike and arrived at the parade
9JO S·JO m on .. we d .. fri.. sor.
site all ready to admit to being out of a closet
rues . rhurs .
10 0
with double doors . Just before the start of
the march , Brother whipped out a pair of
sunglasses and announced that since I was
from away , I didn 't have to worry about be,
761-205J
J
Porrlond
ing seen; however, because of his job, he .
thought it best to wear sunglasses. i started :
to laugh and it was only when I pointed out :':"·w. . . . .·,···················' ··::::::::·:c::::·c:::::...:..•.. .:..c. .:..:..:.. ::: ......•....= ·········,·············.···.·.·.·.......·.·.·.·.+·.,
that anyone seeing me would see him that :'{
f):
the shades came off!
:j
fl
Having become aware of and interested
{!
111 the phenomenon of gay twins, I would be
]l
interested in ·hearing
CUSHING STREET
l:.......i
d from anyone who might .. . 38
BRUNSWICK.
MAINE 04011
bea gay twin an who would like to share ii 725_2561
ii
similar experiences. I feel that the ex- If
ti
perience of being a gay twi n might be of interest to both twins and singletons alike. Of }]'
course this sounds like a come-on an ex- if
,
cellent way to meet partners. I ass~re you II!
'
.... ,.
that my reason is not that for suggesting it. f;
'.
If you are interested in pursuing the subject,
please write to Hank Williams , 91 ll'
Angelview Ct. , Apt. 24 , Fredericton, New I{
Bru?swick, Canada E3B 4X4. It might prove interesting to try a survey of Maine Il
it
and/or New Brunswick.
HI
M
So you see, gay twins do exist and we

a

/

.. ..

If
?i
if

f

.

!B,.iffant' ~ !Baku!:J

if

{

{i

If

ti
have some fairly interesting insights in be- II
ing gay. Most gay people whom I know are ti

'"':'
·:·:_..:_:_.··:_..

intelligent, artistic , warm, caring, and great it
to be with. I'm glad to know that sometimes
thi~ is d~ubled by Mother Nature. Gay .: ;: PASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS.:'.::;:
. twins , twice the fun? You bet'
)\ ........ ?:···.-··.··············~~·P·············,.·.··,:::::.····:%······.·v·,·.·.·.·-·.·.·.·.·:;:::::,-.,........,...·.·········-'···'········5·::
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CALENDAR
Monday, Dec. 31
New Year's Eve Party , champagne and
favors , _buffet. $2 .50 per person ,
Sportsman's, 2 Bates St. , Lewiston.
Northern Lambda Nord New Year's Eve
Party .

Friday, Jan.

. Sunday, Jan. 13
Lesbian Support/Discussion Group ,
discussion of topics and activities for coming year. Come and give your input! 92 Bedford St. , USM , Portland , 6:00-8:00.

Friday, Jan. 18

Saturday, Jan. 5th
Bangor INTERWEAVE Dance, Bangor
.Unitarian Church, ~angor.

Sunday, Jan. 6
Potluck! Lesbian Support/Discussion
Group, meet at 92 Bedford St., USM ,
Portland, 6:00.

_ Richard Steinman speaking on AIDS , Gay
People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St. , Portland,
7 :00.

Saturday, Jan. 19
Northern Lambda Nord , 5th anniversary
party.

Sunday, Jan. 20

Friday, Jan. 11
''Civil Rights for Gay Man and Lesbians,
part one: addressing the issue, ' ' Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St. , Portland,
7 00

Lesbian Support/Discussion .Group,
speaker from the Feminist Spiritual Community , 6 :00-8:00, 92 Bedford St.,
Portland

is

SUNDAYS

Interweave
P.O. Box 215
Aug-1.1sta 04330

Bates Gay / Straight Alliance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay
Organization- Saint John)

Bowdoin Gay / Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011
Central Maine Gay /Lesbian
Awareness Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston, Me. 04240

Box 6494, Stn A, Saint John
N.B . , Canada E2L 4R9
Lesbian/ Gay Committee
Me. Chapter N at'l Assoc.
of Social Workers
780-4120
Maine Health Foundation, inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland "04112

Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Free To Be Group
Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 215
Augusta, Me. 04330
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
:2ox 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada
Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104
Gay /Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/ o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101
OLM
(Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102 ,
Riverview, N.B. , Canada

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland
Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085
Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, ME 04401

Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00
pm, South Bangor Lounge, second floor,
Memorial l!nion, Univ. of Maine,
Orono.

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P .O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
( BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805 , Bangor,
ME 04401 , 989-3306
Bangor INTERWEAVE
P .O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

MEETINGS .

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.

LESS/GAY NETWORK
'

Interweave Augusta - last Sunday of
the month, All Souls Unitarian Church
11 King St., 6:30 potluck and meeting. '
Lesbian Support/Discussion
Group: Tired of the bar scene? Come to
a meeting, 6-8 PM at 92 Bedford St.,
U.S.M. All women in the community
welcome. Sponsored by Women's Forum
and GPA.
MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.

Northern Lambda Nord
P .O. Box 990
Can.bou 04 736
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888

Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays).
Unitarian Universalist Church , 292 State
St. , Portsmouth, NH (side door basement),
call Mark 207-646-2748

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays , 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Ch~rch, 126 Union St., Bangor

Parents and Friends of Gays
P.O. Box 215
Augusta 04330

TUESDAYS

Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
. UMF/Gay and Straight
People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P .)
UMF
Farmington, ME. 04938
USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

Announcements.

.

Sunday, Jan. 13
MLGPA meeting in Augusta (snow date
Jan. 20) .

.

Recognition and Involvement Night at:
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.,: Maddy Spadola, a Registered Substance
: Abuse Counselor, will conduct a food abuse
Portland , 7:00.
.
: workshop for women on Saturday , January
Saturday, Jan. 26
: 19 and Sunday , January 20 from 9-5 at 72
Boogie Bash dance jam, People's: Front St. in Bath . Cost is $45 . For more inBuilding, 155 Brackett St., Portland , 3rd: formation call 236-9022 (Camden) .
floor , 9:30 to 12:30, $2 at the door.
Maine National Organization for Women
Thursday, Jan. 31
: announces the election of its new officers for
· Lesbian/Gay Pride '85 planning meeting , : the 198~-8~ year. Margaret Pruit~ Clark of
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St., :.Brunswick 1s the new State Coordmator. Isa
Portland, 6:30.
: Silva of Brewer is the new Assistant State
: Coordinator. Laura Douglass Jessen of TopFriday, ·Feb. 1
: .sham, Deb Stahler of Mount Vernon and
Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo : JoAnn Dauphinee of Brewer wete elected
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 8:00, cali: as Scribe, Treasurer, and Legislative Coor772-8630.
·
: dinator respectively.

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Portland. New members are welcome.
WEDNESDAYS

Greater Bangor NOW - last Wednes
day of the month, Bangor Public
Library, Bangor, 7 pm, 989-3306 for
information.
Bowdoin Gay-Straight Alliance · first
and ~bird Wednesdays when college is in
sess10n, 7:30,.Chase Barn Chamber call
729-8591.
'
Brunswick Men ' s Support Group
second and fourth Wednesdays when
Bowdoin is in session, 7:30, call Curt or
Steve, 729-8591 , for location.
THURSDAYS
Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.
Bangor.
Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St
(second floor), Lewiston.
UMF Gay and Straight People 's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) - ·every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ. of
ME ., Farmington
FRIDAYS
"Free To Bee" Gay / Lesbian Alcoholic&
Anonymous -every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30.
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous - every Friday ,
8-9:30 p.m. Gays. Together in Sobriety
(open discussion) . Unitarian Universalist
C;hurch, 292 State St. , Portsmouth, NH
SATURDAYS
Interweave Bangor - third Saturday of
the month, Unitarian Church, Main St.,:
1
6 pm, potluck and meeting.

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

The Gay Parents Support Group meets
Wednesday evenings at 7:30 pm, at the
USM Student Union, 92 Bedford -St.,
Portland. For further information call
(207~ 780-4085 or (207) 772-4741.

Gay/ Lesbian Al-Anon - every Saturday, 8 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.

Web Work
Box 131-D
Calais 04619

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month
Fredericton , N.B. , Canada

Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewiston.

LOUISE BENNETT:. L.c.s.w.
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